Engineered
Air Solutions

HAS-VENT is the UK’s leading
independently owned provider
of ventilation and air movement
products to the construction
industry, in particular the building
services sector. Our Mission
is to continually improve our
products and services to meet
our customer needs.
HAS-VENT has been established for over
40 years and we understand the needs and
requirements of our customers and the industry
we work in. With ten strategically located
branches throughout the UK our business has
been developed and tailored to meet the specific
demands of the customer and we constantly strive
to maintain and enhance our high standards of
service, delivery and quality.
If you would like more information or would like
to discuss our range of specialised ductwork
solutions in detail please contact our sales team.
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Colorduct II
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Overview
At HAS-Vent we believe in developing every aspect of a building's potential. Flying in the face of the
convention that states that air conditioning, ventilation and warm air heating systems are architectural
and design no-go areas, we pioneered the concept of converting exposed ducts into pleasing aesthetic
features. As a result ductwork came into the open.
Colorduct II was developed in the mid 8O's by Hotchkiss Spiral Tubes now trading as HAS-Vent.
HAS-Vent is now one of the leading suppliers of ventilation ductwork and accessories in the UK with
a Midlands based head office and a national branch network. Our innovative ducting systems were
quickly added to blueprints for all types of building where previously the idea of leaving building services
exposed would have been considered unacceptable.
Colorduct II conforms to the DW/144 specification.
Within this range you will find the appropriate solution to your ducting requirements - and an opportunity
to tum a hidden utility into a conspicuous asset.
Why hide it?
Colorduct II is a highly visible, highly versatile, low cost system of coloured ducting that will enhance its
environment. Only available from HAS-Vent, this pre-coloured ductwork system is especially suitable
for public places such as airports, banks, office developments, business parks, atria, schools, roof tops,
cafeterias, leisure centres and swimming pools.
Colorduct II enables ducting to become an essential design factor in air conditioning, ventilation and
warm air heating applications. Resilient, long-lasting with low maintenance costs, it is available in circular,
flat oval and rectangular formats, contributing a unique design flavour to any building where ductwork is
on view.
The Colorduct II palette
Colorduct II special polyester powdered colour ducting is suitable for ductwork conforming to DW/144
specification, and is therefore highly flexible in application across a wide array of sizes. It’s smooth, yet
very tough non-inflammable coating offers a film thickness of no less than 50 and no more than 120
microns in standard circular and oval formats (rectangular also available) - and is the obvious choice for
interior applications.
Colorduct II is available in a range of colours. Accent colours are brighter, more heavily pigmented and
for that reason are more expensive. Colorduct II has the advantage of being available in any British
Standard colour in both gloss and matt finishes.
Specifiers are asked to remember that when Colorduct II is included in tender documents, we are
unable to accept responsibility for the matching of colours if the total system of tubes and fittings is not
purchased from HAS-Vent. If tonal consistency is critical a single contract should be sourced at the same
time from the one production batch. If at the time of tendering the final colour has not been agreed, we
reserve the right to quote for supply based on white or our nearest stock colour.
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A word to the designer
It is worth making a note of the following:
- Colorduct II can only be manufactured to fully dimensioned drawings. Site cut lengths should be avoided.
- Colorduct II can be manufactured in gauges up to 1.6mm, with a maximum component length of 3 metres.
- Branches, grille spigots and access doors should be factory fitted.
To complement your design
HAS-Vent also produce a range of complementary products:
Pre-insulated COLORDUCT II
Where insulated ductwork is specified, Colorduct II has the solution. By incorporating a layer of insulation material between the Colorduct
outer skin and a galvanised inner skin, the thermal transfer properties of the ductwork can be maintained.
Quick Flange System
A fast jointing one bolt flange system ideally suited to the larger diameter circular Colorduct II installation. The flanges are colour matched
to the ductwork and offer the advantage of faster installation times, as well as adding stiffness to the ductwork.
Accessories
A range of dampers, access doors, grilles and spigots that can be supplied to match any Colorduct II installation.
Supports and hangers
Colorduct II products have a unique finish which is part of their appeal. In consequence, supports have to be individually designed to suit
the individual application. External support brackets should be avoided where possible as these can detract from the overall appearance.
Special support frames located internally within the ductwork have been designed by HAS-Vent to overcome this problem, with
the added advantage that they also serve to reinforce the ductwork. Please make the most of our valuable in-house experience by
contacting our Technical Department who will be delighted to advise on types and applications of internal supports available.
Handling, storage and installation
As a specific-to-the-purpose product, Colorduct II should be treated with respect on-site and has been designed and specified to be
clearly visible. For your convenience and safety we have compiled the following notes of guidance to ease the process of installation.
1 After inspection by the HAS-Vent Quality Assurance Department, each Colorduct II component is individually wrapped in protective
bubble wrap film.
2 To avoid the possibility of damage, delivery to site should be delayed until installation can proceed. If onsite storage is unavoidable
take care to select a location that is clean, dry and provides protection from damage by other site users. Colorduct II must never be
dragged across abrasive surfaces or floors and, ideally, should be covered.
3 The key to successful installation is an understanding of how the support system works, taking care to ensure that the erection works
in tandem with the supporting arrangement. Supports should be located with more precision that a normal ductwork installation and
time allocated to accurately measure support points. This will ensure that the ensuing installation is straightforward.
4 The conventional process of jointing the components together can be best achieved by pre-drilling the outer skin using a template to
ensure even rivet pitches. Sealant should be applied to the inner skin of the large end before insertion of the male end, making sure
the duct sections are pushed tightly together. Care should be taken when drilling through the outer skin to prevent the drill chuck
from damaging the coating.
5 Once the ductwork is in place, a fine bead of sealant should be applied to the outside of the joint, smoothed over and dried.
6 The sealant around the joint and pop rivet heads can now be carefully painted using the touch up paint supplied to you at the time
of delivery.
7 Handling marks on the ductwork can be simply removed using a moist cloth and mild detergent.
8 The wrapping should be re-used on the ductwork for protection until the work is complete.
Maintenance
Its specially developed polyester finish provides Colorduct II with excellent protection against fresh and salt water degradation, resistance
against a variety of oils and many forms of mild chemical vapours. In consequence, routine maintenance can be achieved through
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Flat Oval Duct
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Overview
HAS Flat Oval Ductwork, is intended for both indoor and outdoor use, it is especially suitable for
systems where space is an issue, it is also more aesthetically pleasing to the eye for those jobs
that require an on-show finish.
Flat Oval is the term used to describe a duct of cross-section with flat opposed sides and semicircular ends.
Apart from stiffening requirements mentioned below flat oval ducts have the same constructional
requirements throughout the pressure ranges covered in DW144.
There are 2 finishes available for this product.
- Standard Galvanised Finish Z275
- Colorduct II – Painted to any RAL colour specified (data sheet available upon request)
Construction
The ductwork is made from Hot Dipped Galvanised Steel DX51D Z275, all raw material is supplied
and certified to the latest version of BS EN IS 9001.
Straight Ducts
The straight duct is manufactured from a spirally-wound circular duct, it is then stretched using a
special former to the required radius and length required.
Additional stiffening is required in the form of tie bars which are fitted in line with DW144 – the
tables below shows what is required for low and medium pressure (left) and high pressure (right).
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Sheet Steel Thickness
The below table shows the sheet thickness for both spirally wound duct and handmade fittings for flat oval ducts,
this is applicable to all 3 pressure classes.
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Flat Oval Fittings
There are standard dimensional standards for flat oval fittings, these will always be adhered to unless specified by our
customers to deviate from DW144 standard.

Joining Options
The standard jointing method for straight flat oval duct is with an oval coupling.
Fittings are made small end as standard to fit into straight duct but can be made female if required.
Sheet Metal flanges are also available if required.

Duct Supports
Supports are an essential part of the ductwork system, and their installation is normally the
responsibility of the ductwork contractor.
The standard supports that HAS-Vent supply are stirrups which support the ductwork – these
are sold singly but can be made in pairs to wrap around the ductwork.
HAS-Vent can also manufacture a patented fully fitted internal support system if required, which
negates the requirement for external supports and enhances the aesthetics of the installation.
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The below table shows the support information regarding to the supports mentioned.

Below is a table showing the circular design equivalent of each flat oval size that we produce in mm.
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Rectangular Duct
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Overview
HAS Rectangular Ductwork, is intended for both indoor and outdoor use, the constructional requirements
for rectangular ductwork depend on the pressure classification as set out in the tables below.
There are 2 finishes available for this product which are listed below.
- Standard Galvanised Finish Z275
- Colorduct II – Painted to any RAL colour specified (data sheet available upon request)
Construction & Sheet Steel Thickness
The ductwork is made from Hot Dipped Galvanised Steel DX51D Z275, all raw material is supplied and
certified to the latest version of BS EN IS 9001.
The below specifications cover duct sizes up to a maximum longer side of 3000mm. Duct sizes with an
aspect ratio greater than 4:1 are not recommended. Although they offer no problems of construction,
they increase frictional resistance and the possibility of noise.
Low Pressure Ductwork

Medium Pressure Ductwork
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High Pressure Ductwork (Class C)

Rectangular Fittings
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Duct Supports
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Twin Wall Duct
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Overview
HAS Twin Wall, pre insulated duct system is intended for both indoor and outdoor use, it is
especially suitable when there is a risk of condensation in the system. The system is based
around an inner and outer skin with intermediate mineral wool insulation.
There are 2 finishes available for this product which are listed below.
-

Standard Galvanised Finish Z275
Colorduct II – Painted to any RAL colour specified (data sheet available upon request)
Cutting ductwork on site is not recommended.
Fully dimensioned drawings are required prior to commencement of manufacture.

Construction
Inner Wall
The inner wall is made from Hot Dipped Galvanised Steel DX51D Z275, it is spirally wound and
can be produced at any length required.
The inner wall is also fitted with Z bars which ensure the distance is uniform between the inner
and outer skin of the ductwork – these are fitted both to straight duct and fittings. Rivets are used
to secure the bars in place to ensure both walls are joined together during installation.
All parts are produced in line with DW144 specifications.
All material is supplied and certified to the latest version of BS EN IS 9001
Outer Wall
The outer wall is made from Hot Dipped Galvanised Steel DX51D Z275, it is spirally wound and
can be produced at any length required.
This is where the Colorduct II system paint is applied when required.
All parts are produced in line with DW144 specifications.
All material is supplied and certified to the latest version of BS EN IS 9001.
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Joining Options
There are a number of joining options available for
double skinned ductwork, the preferred standard is
detailed below.
Inner Wall
The standard connection for the internal skin is
with a male gasket coupler. The coupler comes as
standard with a rolled safety edge on both sides.
The gasket is made from EPDM rubber and can
achieve class D air tightness. In addition, gasket
connection couplers can speed up installation time.
Outer Wall
The standard connection for the outer skin is also
with a gasket coupler as detailed for the inner
skin. An option for the outside skin is to replace
the gasket coupler with a slide on flange which will
speed up installation time further.
Duct Fixing
HAS Twin Wall ductwork can be mounted in
the same way as standard ductwork such as
suspension rings or Zip Clip wire system.
Thermal Insulation
The thermal insulation is available in 2 thicknesses,
25mm and 50mm.
The product is ODE Starflex which has a Fire
Resistance Class of A1 and has a maximum service
temperature of 250°C
Material Safety Data Sheet available on request.
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Pre-Lined Duct
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Overview
HAS Pre-Lined Ductwork, is intended for both
indoor and outdoor use, it is especially suitable
when there is a need for noise reduction
within the system due the self-adhesive foam
insulation.

Joining Options
The standard connection that we produce on
the lined ductwork is where the foam is trimmed
back 40mm on the spiral duct to allow the fitting
or couplers slip joint to be pushed inside so
there is no gaps in the foam.

- 6mm
- 12mm
- 25mm

The second option is a flanged joint using
METU flanges rather than standard couplings.

Due to the complexity of the lining process,
there are some restrictions based on thickness
of insulation required.
- 6mm is available on all diameters.
- 12mm is available on all diameters from
125mm upwards.
- 25mm is available on all diameters from
150mm upwards.
There are 2 finishes available for this product
which are listed below.
- Standard Galvanised Finish Z275
- Colorduct II – Painted to any RAL colour
specified (data sheet available upon request)

Duct Fixing
HAS Pre-Lined Ductwork can be mounted in
the same way as standard ductwork such as
suspension rings or Zip Clip wire system.
Insulation
The insulation is an Akustifoam Akusticell foam
which is a black high density acoustic insulation
material, it is made of polyurethane foam. Due
to its non-flammability features it does not melt,
form liquid drops or change its mineral structure.
It does not contain halogen or heavy metals and
does not become mouldy when exposed to
humidity or moisture.

Construction
The ductwork is made from Hot Dipped
Galvanised Steel DX51D Z275,
Straight ducts are spirally wound and can be
produced at any length required. The maximum
length for internally lined duct varies upon the
diameter as stated below
- Up to 150mm Ø – 1m Long
- 150mm Ø – 1000Ø – 1.5m Long
All fittings can be lined both pressed and
fabricated.
All parts are produced in line with DW144
specifications.
All material is supplied and certified to the latest
version of BS EN IS 9001.
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Our Branches

l

Leeds

Liverpool

l

●

Head Office
Wolverhampton Branch - West Midlands
Heath Mill Road, Wombourne
Wolverhampton, WV5 8AP
Tel: 01902 895161
sales@has-vent.co.uk

●

Hailsham Branch - East Sussex
Unit 7, Diplocks Way
Hailsham, East Sussex, BN27 3JF
Tel: 01323 847910
hailsham@has-vent.co.uk

●

London Branch - North London
Unit 1, Elm Lea Trading Estate
Leeside Road,Tottenham
London, N17 0XR
Tel: 020 8803 9622
london@has-vent.co.uk

●

Rochester Branch - Kent
2 Stirling Park, Laker Road
Rochester, Kent, ME1 3QR
Tel: 01634 672730
rochester@has-vent.co.uk

●

Stoke Branch - Staffordshire
Unit 2, Meadow Works, Sandbach Road
Cobridge, Stoke On Trent
Staffordshire, ST6 2DG
Tel: 01782 274000
stoke@has-vent.co.uk

●

Bury Branch - North West
Pilsworth Way, Pilsworth Road
Bury, BL9 8RE
Tel: 0161 796 8226
bury@has-vent.co.uk

●

Liverpool Branch - North West
Unit C1, Kingfisher Business Park
Hawthorne Road, Bootle, L20 6PF
Tel: 0151 922 8933
liverpool@has-vent.co.uk

●

Nottingham Branch - East Midlands
Unit 7A, Blenheim Court
Blenheim Court Industrial Estate
Nottingham, NG6 8YP
Tel: 0115 979 4527
nottingham@has-vent.co.uk

●

Southampton Branch - Hampshire
Unit C2 Deacon Trading Estate
Chickenhall Lane, Eastleigh
Southampton, SO50 6RS
Tel: 02380 612954
southampton@has-vent.co.uk

●

Leeds Branch - Yorkshire
Unit 4C Olympia Trading Estate
Gelderd Lane, Leeds, LS12 6AL
Tel: 01132 341971
leeds@has-vent.co.uk

l

Bury

l

l

Stoke

l

Nottingham

Midlands

l
London

l
Hailsham
Southampton

l

Rochester

l
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www.linkedin.com/company/has-vent

twitter.com/HasVent

www.has-vent.co.uk
sales@has-vent.co.uk
Every effort is made to ensure that the information contained in HAS Vent Ltd literature is accurate, but no warranty is given in this respect and the Company shall not be liable as
a result of any inaccuracy. The Company has a policy of continuous product development and reserves the right to alter, at any time, specifications, without prior notice.

